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The Kathmandu Adventure Race at Wild Horse Mountain always seems to introduce new people to
the sport. This creates a very exciting pre-race preparation time as teams are noticeably excited and
nervous for what the guys at Max Adventure have in store for them. Team 13 was one of those
teams; a couple of ladies who were super keen, but very nervous to be out doing their first
Adventure Race. We shared what limited knowledge we had and gave them a few tips, which have
helped us in previous races. But ultimately once the gun goes off they were on their own to put their
skills to the test and give it their best shot.
The race format was simple enough with a rogaine to start, then bike, run, short bike, kayak and long
bike back to the finish. Looking at the map there was only a couple navigation decisions throughout
the course; the first and major choice being the rogaine section at the start. We went out hard at the
beginning going for checkpoints C,A,B,F,E,G. We had no dramas with navigating, though a bit of
excitement with the creek crossing to CP B. All in all it seemed to work for us as we came into the
first transition with only about 6 teams ahead of us.

It was on the bike that I made my first navigation error. As we were riding down to CP2 I notice a
team heading back up the road to take the
long way around to CP3. I thought, “Where
are these guys off to?”. This made me second
guess our plan to ride directly from CP2 to
CP3, but as we reached CP2 the track looked
fine so I decided to stick to the plan.
Unfortunately, the track quickly turned to
disarray and I was regretting my choice. My
feelings of regret only escalated after
following another team down the wrong track
for a while, then finding the correct track
overgrown, and in the end getting quite lost.
We started heading south but I still wasn’t

confident of our location so I just pointed my compass NW and told Billy: “This isn’t going to be
pleasant”. With a bit (or a lot) of lantana whacking and a few nasty cuts we managed to get
ourselves back onto the road, taking an extra 10 minutes all up. Not a huge amount, but in such a
short race I knew it could cost us a number of positions. Plus considering it was my error and I made
it so early in the race, my mood took a bit of a hit as well. Luckily, the rest of the leg was a simple
effort and we made it into the next TA with about 10-15 teams in front of us, judging by the number
of bikes lying around. This helped me get my head straight and gave us a boost for the next leg.
We picked up the checkpoints on the next run leg quickly, with an off track route between CP8 and
CP9 as well. It was during this leg we were definitely starting to slow and we were both excited to
get back on the bikes again. On the ride I was disappointed to find
that most teams were cutting through to CP14 from the main
track. I noticed in the map preparation that this CP was placed on
the minor track, south of the main road. I thought it may stump a
few teams and give us an advantage, but every team was leading
each other to CP14 from the main road. No quick wins for us,
unfortunately.

Onto the kayaks. Just as we are launching, I jump out of the mud into the kayak and my right calf
cramps. This feeling has become far too common in races and is still unbelievably painful. This made
for a bit of a slow start to the leg. We also had a bit of trouble with CP16 which was tied to a branch
in the middle of the creek. We had to go around a couple of times to get a hold of it to punch the
control stick. Our paddling skills definitely left a bit to be desired at that point. I felt a little like a dog
chasing his tail, amusing, but really not productive. However, other than our canine impersonation
this leg passed quick and without much issue. We finished up and as we carried the heavy kayak
back to the TA we were happy to have an incoming team take it off our hands a couple of meters
short of the TA. With the weight of those things a couple of meters feels great! Onto the final leg
and we are off…
…Only to work out we are going in the complete opposition direction as we were meant to be. I was
really hoping no one was watching us too closely and I just kept my head down as we rode past the
TA again, this time in the right direction. “Just act like you meant to do that. They won’t know” I was
thinking. I don’t think it worked.
The final leg was a long bike ride back to the HQ
with simple navigation so I started to switch off.
It was at this point, mind blissfully Mind far away
in a lovely daydream about pies and icecream. I
made our second navigation mistake for the
race. Just shows that you can never switch off in
these even if it is to dream about food. On the
way to CP20 I turned right up an unmarked track
(the wrong track), and then to make matters
worse we followed that track all the way to the
end, turned left, and went down this next track
for a while before I even considered that we
might have taken a wrong turn! Back tracking,

beating myself up, but eventually we found our way to CP20. After that I was watching the map a bit
closer for the rest of the leg!
We rolled across the line in just over 4 hours. Placing 28th in the men’s category and 41st overall. We
were very happy with the result as we both set out to treat this race as a training for the Rogue24
coming up at the end of April. We felt like we pushed ourselves hard and worked well as a team so it
was a good confidence boost. Unfortunately, we didn’t get to see our friends from team 13 cross the
line. I did have a sneak peak at their results though and it seems they had a pretty tough race, but
were still able to get on the kayaks before they closed and managed to finish strong. Well done girls!
I hope my advice didn’t cause you more harm than good.
I would like to thank Max Adventure for putting on another fantastic race. I always enjoy your races
and it is a pity you only have one a year here in QLD. I will be back for round four!

